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An Exalted Defeat

The raid began well. After months of preparation and waiting, on Sunday 
night, October 16, 1859, John Brown and eighteen young followers abandoned 
their Maryland hideaway determined to free the South’s four million slaves 
by force of arms. Bristling with Sharps breech-loading rifles, revolvers, and 
Bowie knives, cloaked in darkness, they trudged silently along a rain-soaked 
country road, then, surprising a watchman on the planked railroad bridge 
over the Potomac River, crossed into Virginia. Their objective was Harpers 
Ferry, a center of small-arms manufacturing at the confluence of the Potomac 
and Shenandoah Rivers and the site of a federal armory and arsenal. Brown 
sent men to cut the telegraph lines and others to guard the two bridges link-
ing Harpers Ferry with the world beyond. Seizing the night watchmen at the 
armory, he and his men occupied the armory yard and the arsenal as well as 
Hall’s Rifle Works a half mile upriver on Virginius Island at the bank of the 
Shenandoah. They halted a passenger train bound for Baltimore and held it for 
hours. Sending parties into the countryside, Brown “arrested” two prominent 
slave owners and confiscated eleven of their slaves. On Monday morning he 
seized dozens of armory employees as they arrived for work. Everything was 
going according to plan.

But during Sunday night word of the raiders’ presence spread, rousing the 
countryside. By mid-morning Monday alarmed townsmen and militiamen began 
firing sporadically at Brown’s sentries. Despite pleas from his men at the rifle 
works, Brown refused to withdraw while he still had command of the situation. 
That afternoon militia companies from neighboring towns recaptured the two 
bridges into the town and cut off Brown’s men in the rifle works and the arsenal 
from his main force in the armory. A company from nearby Martinsburg fought 
its way up the armory yard from the back entrance, forcing Brown to retreat 
into a small brick fire engine and guard house, and closing his last avenue of 
escape. There Brown and his bloodied volunteers awaited their fate.

The old man had blundered badly. He had disregarded the warnings of 
abolitionist confidants and anxious volunteers not to launch his war against 
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slavery in so exposed a place. He must have known that success depended on 
prompt evacuation of his men and the slaves who rallied to his standard. Yet 
he ignored the pleas from his lookouts to pull out when he might have done so 
unopposed. Inexplicably, he waited.1

Dawn of the raid’s second day revealed a dozen rifle companies from as far 
away as Baltimore blocking every escape route. Eighty-six U.S. marines sent 
by train from Washington were drawn up smartly before Brown’s refuge in the 
armory yard. Defeat was now certain. Ten of Brown’s “boys,” including two of 
his own sons, were already dead or dying, and six others were in flight. Only 
Brown’s son Watson, his life ebbing slowly from a chest wound, and four other 
volunteers remained with Brown in the engine house to face the marines.

Meantime, rumors of a slave uprising created widespread apprehension. After 
a day of fighting and a night of whiskey swilling and waiting, nearly two thou-
sand angry militiamen and local residents strained to hear the grim old man in 
the battered straw hat who spoke intently with the young army officer demand-
ing his surrender in the doorway of the engine house. Hours before, news of the 
“insurrection” had flashed through the telegraph lines across the North, and by 
this time correspondents of several newspapers had reached the scene.

Brown was trapped. But he did not panic. He had calculated the risks of 
his “war” against slavery. Just as he was prepared to kill slave owners to free 
slaves, so he was ready to die in the attempt. He had hazarded his life repeat-
edly in the Kansas border war.2 What counted now was not so much how, but 
why, he died. He had long been preoccupied with endings – with destroying 

Figure 1.1. An artist’s view of the busy industrial town of Harpers Ferry before the 
Civil War. 

Credit: Library of Congress.
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4 John Brown’s War Against Slavery

slavery, with personal loss, with death and final states, the end of history. He 
was not suicidal, nor did he seek martyrdom. But if he had to die, no fate 
appealed to him so much as dying for the slave.

Yet as he searched the oddly familiar face of the young lieutenant bringing 
terms of surrender under a flag of truce, Brown hoped to talk his way out. He 
knew that if that failed, the marines’ assault could begin at any moment.

No modern filmmaker could stage the scene better. At 7 a.m. on Tuesday, 
October 18, Harpers Ferry was a great theater-in-the-round. Under a low, 
threatening sky, wooded hills in every direction formed dark backdrops to 
the shafts of early morning light that eluded Maryland Heights to sketch out 
the closely marshaled buildings of the town below. Its factories clustered on 
a low shelf of land at the roiling confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah, 
Harpers Ferry stretched upward against a steep, rocky bluff. Hugging the riv-
ers’ banks, two of its principal streets converged at the railroad junction at 
the end of the nine-hundred-foot, covered railroad bridge across the Potomac. 
From the mouth of the bridge, more track and a planked road carried clat-
tering trains and wagons as well as foot traffic from the Maryland bank over 
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal before vaulting the treacherous currents and 
eddies of the Potomac. On reaching Harpers Ferry, the tracks, shouldered by 
iron trestle work, swung apart along the banks of the rivers, one line following 
the Potomac northwest to Martinsburg and across the Alleghenies, the other 
running Southwest to Winchester. Wedged against the foot of Camp Hill, the 
narrow, stone streets of Harpers Ferry itself converged at the gates of the fed-
eral armory.

Across from the armory, on High Street, rows of shops and residences, their 
gray shale and red brick walls here and there plastered with a beige parg-
ing, were stacked against the steep slope. Their gabled roofs pointed redun-
dantly toward historic Jefferson Rock and the burial ground atop the hill, their 
chimneys breathing wisps of smoke into the chill grayness of the morning. In 
two brick buildings in Old Arsenal Square across Shenandoah Street from the 
armory were stored perhaps 100,000 guns. Presumably Brown had hoped to 
equip his slave army with those weapons as well as the 950 iron-pointed pikes 
he had had specially forged in Connecticut and hauled secretly to his Maryland 
hideaway. But local militiamen, not runaway slaves descended on Brown.3

The armory’s factories, warehouses, and offices, ordered in two long rows, 
were punctuated by tall, blackened smoke stacks. The buildings stretched along 
the Potomac River behind a stone retaining wall. On the other side of the 
grounds a high brick wall along Potomac Street barred intruders. Six-hundred 
yards long, with twenty whitewashed buildings, the armory was the heart of 
this small, government-built, industrial town. In busier times it employed 430 
workers. Now, its high walls, elevated rail beds, steep backdrop, and turbulent 
rivers made escape impossible for John Brown and his desperate volunteers.4

Beyond the stone columns and wrought-iron fence at the entrance to the 
armory, Brown had gathered his five remaining men, eight of his hostages, and 
six of the slaves his men had “liberated.” His refuge, the small, one-story, dead 
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An Exalted Defeat 5

brick building crowned with cupola and bell that doubled as a fire engine and 
guard house, was freshly tattooed with the marks of musket balls and splin-
tered wood and glass. Lifting the darkness, dawn now reached the arched win-
dows above the heavy oak doors of the building. The light signaled the weary, 
frightened men inside that one way or another their ordeal would soon be 
over. Beyond the armory grounds, furious residents and militiamen, still baffled 
about the “insurrectionists,” peered from doorways, windows, and rooftops. 
Within the compound, wearing bright blue, dress uniforms and supported 
by two Howitzers, a company of eighty-six marines sent by President James 
Buchanan readied its assault. Suggesting the haste with which the makeshift 
force had been assembled, the marines’ commander was army brevet-Colonel 
Robert E. Lee of the Second Cavalry, who happened to be in Washington on 
leave when news of the Harpers Ferry disturbance broke. Once on the scene, 
Lee decided not to bargain with the “rioters” for the release of their hostages.5 
The waiting was over.

All eyes were on the double doors of the engine room, where the young army 
officer – Lieutenant “Jeb” Stuart of the First United States Cavalry – presented 
Brown with Lee’s demand to surrender and his pledge to protect Brown and 
his men from the crowd. Stuart recognized the man. He was Old John Brown – 
Osawatomie Brown – the abolitionist firebrand who had several times eluded 
capture and caused “so much trouble” in Kansas. The frowning old man was 
thus no ordinary brigand or “incendiary.” His object, Brown announced boldly, 
was to free Virginia’s slaves.6

After two nights without sleep Brown looked haggard in the dim interior of 
the engine house, his body shielded by a heavy oak door. His deeply creased 
brow, heavy-lidded gray-blue eyes and close-cropped white beard were per-
ceptible above the barrel of his carbine as he tried to bargain his way out 
of the hopeless situation into which his evident folly had placed him and his 
young followers. For several minutes, Stuart recalled, Brown spoke earnestly 
through the narrowly opened doors, entreating Stuart to let him take his men 
and hostages across the Potomac bridge, where he would release the hostages 
in exchange for a head start. Years later the hostages remembered snatches 
of his talk. “I prefer to die just here,” Brown allegedly declared when Stuart 
rejected his proposals.7

Presently Stuart broke off the “parley” and, stepping aside, waved his cap 
to signal the assault party to charge. With spectators cheering wildly and the 
startled raiders firing through the doors and loopholes in the walls, a detail 
of twelve marines out of the line of fire rushed across the macadam street 
between a warehouse and the engine house. Fearing for the lives of Brown’s 
hostages, Lee had awaited the daylight to order the assault, instructing the 
marines to use bayonets only. He counted on surprise. Now, failing to batter in 
the thick doors with sledge hammers, the marines ran at the doors three times 
using a heavy wooden ladder as a ram. Two marines were shot, one mortally. 
Scrambling through a jagged hole in one leaf of the doors with another officer, 
Lieutenant Israel Green thrust a light, decorative sword – his only weapon – at 
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6 John Brown’s War Against Slavery

Brown’s belly, doubling him over. He then beat Brown unconscious with the 
hilt of the sword. Marines bayoneted two of Brown’s men. The smoke drifted 
away, and the wounded were dragged in a “gory spectacle” onto the armory 
lawn.

Precisely what had happened during the final moments would later be hotly 
disputed.8 Popular historians relying uncritically on reminiscent accounts have 
muddied the story. But getting it right matters. What Brown actually did and 
said as the marines prepared to attack is crucial to understanding both his 
immediate intent and his larger purpose in seizing Harpers Ferry. What he 
said afterward is revealing, too. Despite the blood streaking his face and beard 
and the utter defeat of his effort, he seemed notably talkative, even elated as 
Virginia authorities questioned him in the armory office. “I can hardly describe 
his manner,” attorney Andrew Hunter, Brown’s prosecutor, later told a Senate 
committee investigating the raid. “It struck me at the time as very singular that 
he should so freely enter into his plans immediately. He seemed very fond of 
talking.”9

What is indisputable is that Brown not only survived his wounds to stand 
trial, but exploited his appearances before the Virginia court that ordered him 
to be hanged to win favor with northern newspaper readers. That crowded 
courtroom became the stage on which his failed war against slavery was reborn 
as a conflict of ideas, a drama of lethal potential, the very stuff of passion and 
myth.10 Through the accident of his survival, the blundering insurrectionist 
contrived a victory of words over slavery, the “mother of all evils.” Embracing 
martyrdom in the cause of the “downtrodden slave,” Brown mesmerized the 
nation, infuriating supporters of slavery North and South and confirming 
Southerners’ worst fears that abolitionists wanted to provoke servile insurrec-
tion. As Brown’s most ardent champions observed, in attacking Harpers Ferry, 
he spread the idea of insurrection even to the slave quarters. “He translated the 
information into the wide-resounding dialect of civil war,” the firebrand James 
Redpath exulted, “and compelled the telegraph, the press, the stump, the fears 
of the master, the hopes of the politician, the pulpit, the bar-room and the par-
lor to repeat it in every corner of the land.”11

As Brown awaited the hangman in the month that followed his sentencing, 
he won the admiration of influential minorities in the North by picturing his 
failure as a deliberate sacrifice in the cause of “God’s despised poor.” In the 
end, the crucial measure of his impact as a revolutionist would be not liberated 
slaves but Northern converts to antislavery won during and after the most 
widely reported criminal trial in the republic’s brief history. Brown’s raid and 
trial also deepened the mistrust of southerners looking anxiously across the 
Mason-Dixon Line at what seemed an increasingly menacing North. The raid – 
and the abolitionists’ exaltation of its defeated author – fostered intolerance 
toward political dissent and compromise and propelled the slavery issue to its 
final eruption in national politics. It changed the dynamics of sectional politics 
and hastened the slide into disunion. The failure of Brown’s war  heralded a 
vastly larger conflict.12
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An Exalted Defeat 7

I

Questions about Brown bedevil historians. How had he hoped to bring down 
what Emerson called the South’s “peculiar institution” with so small a force? 
Why did he not flee with his men and hostages into nearby mountains when 
he could have done so? Indeed, why and how had slavery become his obses-
sion? Was he delusional? Mad? If so, how had he persuaded prominent men to 
finance his “mad scheme”? And how had he won martyrdom in the North even 
as he was convicted and hanged for treason and murder?

Brown’s best biographer, Stephen B. Oates, has explained his defeat and 
capture by asserting that Brown was a religious fanatic who trusted God to tell 
him what to do after taking Harpers Ferry. A military tyro, he trapped himself 
waiting for slaves and “dissident whites” to rally to his standard.13 There is 
some truth to the first part of this explanation. Brown was both deeply reli-
gious and a fanatic about slavery, and religion can be a powerful catalyst for 
violence.

But that Brown was religious is in itself no explanation for his path to 
Harpers Ferry. To be sure, the need for a demandingly pious vocation drove 
his antislavery zeal, and his belief that a just but wrathful God would punish a 
“guilty land” that tolerated slavery helped him justify his attack.14 He grew up 
and lived his life in a family that hated slavery and loved God. His fierce sense 
of duty – his piety, if such it was – fused genuine compassion for the slave with, 
eventually, a willingness to kill for his freedom. But if evangelicals like Brown 
had a duty to combat sin, they also had to obey the admonition to “love thy 
neighbor as thyself.”15 Many of Brown’s contemporaries with similar religious 
convictions espoused nonresistance, as Brown himself had for years.16 His war 
against slavery was rooted in a lifetime of social experience and an embrace of 
republican ideals as much as in religious conviction.

Oates’s second point is mistaken. Harpers Ferry was no act of blind faith. 
Brown had a plan, however flawed. The raid was the end product of long delib-
eration and soul searching. It was as much rooted in Brown’s understanding 
of political realities and in hard lessons he learned in “Bleeding Kansas” as in 
his biblical sense of history and faith in any “call” he had to free the slaves. To 
dismiss the raid as deluded mistakes both the man and his times.

After Harpers Ferry, to be sure, admirers as well as critics appealed to bibli-
cal images and metaphors to describe Brown and explain Harpers Ferry. He 
was variously a Moses leading the slaves from Egypt, Gideon panicking slave-
holding Midianites, Samson destroying the temple of slavery. These images 
remind us that Brown’s was a time of religious awakening in which hopes 
for a coming millennium and fulfillment of prophecy leavened the everyday 
experience of the learned and the credulous alike. Christian (and sometimes 
classical) metaphors were templates against which people gauged outsized 
characters like Brown and his astonishing actions at Harpers Ferry.17 Other 
 contemporaries evoked similar images. To blacks, Brown’s friend Harriet 
Tubman, a  legendary  “conductor” on the underground railroad, was “the Moses 
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8 John Brown’s War Against Slavery

of her People.” During the Civil War Lincoln became “Father Abraham.”18 Even 
white Virginians were not immune to such rhetoric. If the “Black Republican” 
William Seward won the presidency in 1860 because of John Brown’s “blood,” 
the Richmond Enquirer warned white Southerners, “the time of our exodus 
will have arrived, and it will produce its Moses.”19

Brown himself contributed indirectly to his image as a religious fanatic. 
After his capture, his improvised persona as an antislavery martyr, broadcast 
in published letters to friends and well wishers from Charlestown jail and in 
unsolicited speeches in court, contributed to the perception that hoary wisdom 
and biblical examples guided his every action. Admirers compared him to the 
“Old Covenantor” Oliver Cromwell; detractors saw demonic fanaticism as the 
wellspring of his monomania.20

Like others who tried to understand his “war” against slavery, Brown him-
self saw parallels between his struggle and biblical events. He found inspiration 
in the deeds of Gideon and Samson, and believed his labors, like theirs, would 
help bring God’s kingdom to earth. Writing to friends after his trial, he unhesi-
tatingly identified himself with biblical figures and Protestant martyrs. He even 
compared his sacrifice to that of Paul.21 Ultimately, he justified his recourse to 
violence as service to “God and humanity.”22

But despite his public avowal after the raid that he believed himself an 
instrument of God, he made no claim to a revelation of his destiny. Neither did 
he go off by himself, as one legend builder claimed, to “wrestle with his God in 
secret prayer.”23 “That is all bosh,” his son, Salmon Brown, said of such claims. 
“I never saw father with a bible or testament in Kansas. He used to ask the 
blessing at meal times [there] but I never heard him pray [in Kansas]. He never 
made a prisoner pray either.” Stories to the contrary were “humbugs,” Salmon 
added. “There is not one word of truth in any of them.”24 If Brown looked for 
evidence of God’s Providence in events, he never said God told him to kill in 
Kansas or to attack Harpers Ferry. To an adherent of the New Divinity like 
Brown, such claims would have been blasphemy. Brown believed that we know 
God’s will only through scripture and that sinners honor Him and discover His 
purpose for us in service to humanity. “What can so properly become poor, 
dependent, sinning, & self condemned mortals like us; as humility,” he wrote 
in drafting a “sermon” on the “traits of character of the true God.”25 If Brown 
affirmed that shedding blood might redeem sin, as his “prophecy” implied, he 
cited no scriptural sanction for his war against slavery and finally confessed 
that God had plans for him other than to redeem the nation by the sword.26

The emotional roots of Brown’s war against slavery were complex. His 
religious call was clouded by secular passions, and secular concerns largely 
shaped his day-to-day life. A purely religious reading of Brown thus obscures a 
critical dimension of Brown’s imagination. He was a studied conspirator who 
spent long hours plotting with Kansas free-state guerrillas, persuading Eastern 
reformers and backers of the feasibility of his scheme, and arguing with non-
resistant abolitionists, including William Lloyd Garrison himself,27 about the 
justice of attacking slavery. Those colloquies and attendant “disappointments” 
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An Exalted Defeat 9

tempered his zealotry and inhibited his actions, though they never dispelled his 
dream of liberating the slave. A persuasive advocate, he impressed prominent 
men as rational and informed, if also sometimes “imperious” and stubborn. 
He gave speeches to sympathetic audiences in half a dozen states, once even 
addressing a committee of the Massachusetts legislature on Kansas.28 Contrary 
to his image then and now, he did not often act impulsively or in uncontrolled 
rage. John Brown was a thoughtful, often even circumspect doctrinaire.

To be sure, he continued to watch for “the language of Providence” in his 
quest to destroy slavery. He believed he was doing God’s work. But his pil-
grimage did not beguile him into delusional thinking. He knew he was no 
prophet nor the incarnation of a bygone martyr. Drained by chronic bouts of 
malaria and the constant struggle to raise money and recruit men,29 he some-
times despaired of bringing about his “greatest and principal object.” If he was 
dogged, he was not obsessive. Convinced of the justice of what he wanted to do, 
he weighed the consequences of failure against the numbing impotence of abo-
litionists in condemning slavery and of the federal government in arresting its 
spread. Even when recruiting men for his war – this “mighty & soul- satisfying” 
work – he asked them to enlist only “after having thoroughly counted the 
cost.”30 He was persuaded that the Slave Power could not be defeated through 
electoral politics. He was a radical abolitionist who thought deeply about the 
role of violence. In seizing Harpers Ferry, he acted on a considered, admittedly 
hazardous plan. When he struck, he had indeed “counted the cost.” If Harpers 
Ferry was a military calamity, it was also a calculated and ultimately devastat-
ing blow against slavery.

II

The origins of Brown’s war against slavery have long been disputed. Brown 
and his defenders claimed that he nurtured a lifelong dedication to the cause, 
and there is evidence for their claims, which will be noted in due course. But if 
he hated slavery early on in his life, nothing in his childhood or middle years 
foreshadowed his later turn to violence. Brown’s letters from his youth and 
adulthood before 1855 betray no plans to attack slavery by force of arms. 
Critics have favored a later origin and less favorable explanations for Brown’s 
 antislavery militancy, stressing his alleged personal failures and chronic 
 frustrations in life and positing his radical antislavery views and violence as 
compensating mechanisms. This interpretation is even less well supported by 
contemporary evidence, as will be shown in Chapter 2.

What seems indisputable is that events in Kansas transformed him. Brown 
was an unlikely insurrectionist. At five-feet ten inches tall and 150 pounds, 
in early 1855 he was an aging, spare, leathery, “rustic-looking” “gentleman” 
who had never fired a gun in anger or seen a man murdered. But five of his 
sons, now grown to manhood, had left drought-plagued Ohio in 1854 to 
take up homesteads in the newly opened Kansas Territory. Soon afterwards, 
Brown received an appeal from them for weapons to protect themselves from 
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10 John Brown’s War Against Slavery

proslavery “Border Ruffians” from Missouri. Brown interpreted the appeal as 
a religious call. His decision to go promptly to Kansas changed the course of 
his life and the nation’s history.

III

Brown’s name was soon linked irrevocably to “Bleeding Kansas” – the warfare 
that erupted in that territory in 1856 between proslavery and free-soil forces 
and, by extension, the sectional strife that lingered in Kansas until the Civil War 
(1856–1861). On May 24, 1854, Congress had passed the Kansas-Nebraska Act 
opening the measureless Nebraska Territory to land-hungry settlers despite the 
continued presence there of Indians who occupied large areas of it. Enthusiasm 
for the act soon turned to dismay throughout the North. Without forewarning, the 
act’s author and chief sponsor, Illinois Senator Stephen A. Douglas, had agreed to 
rewrite the bill to divide Nebraska into two territories at the 40th parallel and to 
omit all reference to the status of slavery in either territory. Worse, he agreed to a 
provision repealing the provision in the Missouri Compromise of 1820 that slav-
ery was prohibited in all future territories carved out of the Louisiana Purchase 
north of 36 degrees, 30 minutes (the southern boundary of Missouri).

This meant that slavery was not prohibited in Kansas, whose eastern bound-
ary was near the slaveholding areas of southern Missouri. New inhabitants 
of the territory would determine themselves whether slavery would exist 
there. Although the Compromise of 1850 had permitted this kind of “popular 
sovereignty” in what might in the distant future become the Utah and New 
Mexico territories, Northerners overwhelmingly saw the Kansas-Nebraska 
Act as a betrayal of a “sacred trust” since Kansas was north of the Missouri 
Compromise line. Signed into law by President Franklin Pierce, the act seemed 
to invite slaveholders in Missouri to seize Kansas for the South. To a man like 
John Brown, only the machinations of a conspiratorial Slave Power and Pierce’s 
abuse of federal patronage could explain this diabolical development.31

The ensuing outrage across the North led to a rapid dissolution of old alle-
giances, and the birth of a new political party, the Republicans, to protest the 
new law. New York Senator William Seward predicted that a scramble to “win” 
Kansas would follow, and former Senator David R. Atchison warned his fellow 
Missourians that a free Kansas would threaten the survival of slavery in nearby 
Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, and its extension to all territories. Missourians soon 
founded the Kansas towns of Leavenworth and Atchison, where they and other 
Southerners organized secret societies and companies of riflemen committed 
to claiming Kansas for slavery. In the North, Massachusetts Congressman Eli 
Thayer and textile manufacturer Amos Lawrence, both abolitionists, founded 
the New England Emigrant Aid Society to colonize Kansas with free-staters. 
By July 1854 their efforts had resulted in the establishment of the free-state 
towns of Topeka and Lawrence. Henry Ward Beecher, perhaps the nation’s 
best-known preacher, sent the free-staters in Kansas shipments of Sharps rifles, 
soon known everywhere as “Beecher’s Bibles.”
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